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ENERGY POLICY

The debate on energy that has taken place in the past few years has displayed 

a breadth and an intensity with few counterparts in our public life. Reports 
on various aspects have been presented by a series of'Pariiamentary Commissions, 

The comments received from the organizations and authorities to which these 

reports have been circulated have been extremely detailed and highly compre- 

hensive. The state Energy Committee has held public hearings which have been 

attended by representatives of wideiy varying convictions, and there has been 

an intense debate In the mass media and in political bodies.

The most important new departure has been the study circles on energy 

policy organized by the voluntary adult education associations. Tens of thou- 

sands of people have gathered evening after evening fo study and give thesr 

opinions on a public issue which is extraordinarily complex but at the sarre time 

will fundamentally influence our future development, We expeeted a great deai 

of these activities, but our expeetations have been surpassed by actuol events, 

both as re gärds the numbers taking part in the study circles and also as regards 

the involvement and breadth of the opinions put forward, I would like to 

express my boundless admiration for the work that has been done in these dis» 

cussion groups.

Energy is one of the means whereby we hope to achieve the course of social 

development we desire. Energy is a resource that will make it easier to achieve 

our social torgets. In order to control its own future, mankind must control 

technoäogical development and channel that development in direefions conducive 

to the protestion and improvement of the social environment and the enhoncement 

of public welibeing, It Is one of the inescopable tasks of a democratic society to 

evaluate, control and stimulate technologicaä development on these tenns, Energy, 

therefore, is not the exciusive concern of technologists and experts,, It concems 

each individuai Citizen and his or her bopes and prospects for the future» This 

is why we mqde such a point of making energy the subject of a deep-roeted deiMt© 

among the general public. The response to these activities shows that we höve to 
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a great extent been successfu! .People have made it ciear that they want 

to play a part in shaping the developments which will have such a profound 

influence on their Uves.

This has made it an important consideration of principle for the Government 

and Riksdag to defer their decisions concerning energy policy until these dis- 

cussions have been completed and fuily reported.

The discussions which have just been described by Sten Andersson involved 

44^000 people» Answers have been received from 3,846 groups, We have been 

kept reguiarly informed of the views expressed, When the Government met some 

time ago to draw up the main contours of the Energy Bill, the final results of 

these discussions were at its disposal, I would like straight away to emphasize that 

the viewpoints expressed by the discussion groups were given a considerable 

amount of weight in our own discussions. Naturally the discussion groups 

reflected a variety of viewpoints and opinions. Nonetheless in their replies 

one can discern a number of ciear points of policy which are firmly rooted 

among those who have studied these problems and which have been a souree 

of guidance to us as well,

The Government will be putting its Energy Bill to the Riksdag in mid-March. 

Work on the drafting of this Bill is now in full swing, and the details have not 

yet been finally discussed in the Government. Before embarking on this final 

discussion, we have preferred to present the guiding principles of our energy 

policy to the supreme decision making authority of the Social Democratic 

Labour Party - the Executive Committee - together with some of the specific 

decisions which we feel will have to be made, !f these guiding principles are 

approved by the Executive Committee, the Bill will be drafted and presented 

to the Riksdag in the usual way.

By way of introduction, I would like to say a few words concerning the 

current energy situation and the reason why deliberate economizatioh measures 

have become more and more necessary.

So long as energy supplies remained a local concern, there was hardly any 

need for overall planning, Draught animals, windmills and water-wheels provided 

the motive power that was needed. The forests gave firewood for heating, and 

converted into charcoal this constituted for many centuries the foundation of 

flr^.irichinn minina industrv based on the ores of central Sweden,
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The Indusfrial Revolution changed o! 1 this, Coai begon to be used and we 

began to grow dependen} on other countries, Hydro-electric power schemes 

were started, partSy with a view to reducing ^oai impoirts, giving rise to the 

expresslon "the white coal of Sweden", These hydro-electric projeets were 

speeded up duri ng the biockades of the last war,

A new sfage of development foSlowed the end of the war, with the advent 

of oii. Storting at praetiealiy nil, oii came to account for 40 per cent of our 

entire energy consumption in 1950, while today it accounts for just over 70 

per cent, Directly or indirectly, the overwheiming proportion of our oil is im

ported from the troubled areas in and around the Middie East, Onjy a further 

acceleration of hydro-electric development could - to a limited extent - restrain 

the rise in our oil consumption, and so as early as the 1950s we began to 

explore the peaceful use of atomic energy with a view to reducing our dependence 

on oil,

Energy consumption has risen fast, During the 1960s it rose by more than 4,5 

per cent annuaHy, In 1939 we were using about 130 TWH a year. W© are now 

well post 400 TWH, Consumption has more than tripled in a quarter of a century, 

Its distribution between various main sectors has remained more or less constant, 

Industry uses over two-fifths, Communications barely one-fifth, while housing 

and other consumption account for a further two-fifths, This development was 

encouraged by the availability of cheap oih it was not until prices went up 

last winfer that oii caught up with the post“-war rise in commodity prices in the 

western world as a whole and in Sweden, Naturally there was öko a great ded 

of wastage of this - relatively - inexpensive souree of energy,

We should not forget, however, that the availability of energy hos been a 

vital ingredient in the great transformation undergone by Swedish society. Social 

critics often point out the negative consequences, and in this way they do us a service,

But those who con remember the years of mass unemployment know that the 

exploitation of electrical power generated hopes of expansion and employment 

and that these hopes were fulfilled.

It can hardly be a coincidence that the discussion groups in thinly populated 

areas take the most expansivs view of our energy requirements. No doubt they 

recaSl the way in which their |iv5ng conditions were improved by the eleclH-» 

fication of the countryside.
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^ In 25 years we have buHt two million homes with modern equipment and 

efficient heating^ and we have modernized a great many more besides» We 

have acquired applia'^ces to take the drudgery out of domestic work, and we 

have invested in schools, hospitals and transport»

The plain truth is that energy has been one of the principal means whereby 

the living standards of ordinary wage-eamers, pensioners, the sick and the 

handicapped have been improved and social standards raised generally,

There is particular reason to emphasize this now that we are confronted by 

a new situation, The time is past when increasing supplies of inexpensive 

energy could be more or less taken for granted, Wastefulness and the cult of 

the non-retumable product are no longer feasible, The implications of this 

new situation are certainly not wholly negative,

But there are no simple Solutions at hand now that we must economize more 

strictiy, There are bound to be strains and difficulties.

And we will have to gather our strength, We must show ourselves capable 

of achieving "planned resource management under populär control", to quote 

the draft Party Programme.

The need for planning first became apparent in connection with electricity 

supply. The long period of expansion involved by power station proieets, the 

national grid system and the vital importance of reliable supplies made long-term 

planning inevitabie, The rising importance of oil as a souree of energy and the 

crises affecting the International oil market have made it necessary for society 

to assume greater résponsibility for this sector. Energy consumption has now 

attained such proportions that an integral approoch to the entire range of prob

lems involved ~ including the level and direction of consumption - is becoming 

more and more necessary,

At the same time, energy planning must be co-ordinated with other aspects 

of social planning^ above all with the long-term planning of employment and 

of industria! policy, But energy management is also closely bound up with regional 

policy and with the management of land, water and otha- natural resources. It 

is becoming more and more absurd for the determination of energy supplies to be 

relinquished to the mechanisms of the market economy. This would entail serious 

dangers to employment and prosperity, Properly thought out qnd carefully executed 

onarnx/ rocniirr<a<: will bft nf the areatest imDortance in 
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increasing our prosperity and in preserving and developing opportunities of 

meaningful employment for all,

Energy supply has an important bearing on the preservation of our national 

independence and on our abliity to develop our country„ At the same time, 

however, we form part of an intemationa! context of management, and in this 

sector too we are profoundIy dependent on intemationa! developments» Outside 

this country, the unieashed forces of the economy play a more ruthless part than 

in Sweden, resuiting in great inequaiities of wealth and in direct starvation 

and poverty. The contest for raw materials is liable to produce serious confliets 

between nations and between rival economic interests and is therefore a threat 

to peace and security. The poor countries are greatly justified in pointing to 

the unequal and unfair allocation of the use of world resources when they demand 

a new economic world order, At the same time we are realizing more and more 

that there are certain limits to the extent to which we can exploit natura! assets 

and burden the environment, Many raw materials, particularly fossil fuels in the 

present context, are not renewable. in a very long-term perspective, the carbon 

monoxide emissions resuiting from the combustion of coal, oii and gas may affeet 

the climate, which in tum could have unthinkable effeets on the conditions of 

human |ife,

If we want to establish a more equitable management of the world^s resources 

coupled with measures to safeguard the environment, we must begin at home« 

International considerations must be included when we determine our level of 

consumption and the distribution of energy production between different sources 

of energy, Considerations of this kind will also entail our participation to the 

best of our ability in International co-operation, 1 sha!l be returning to this 

point by v/ay of conc!usion, But before going gny further, i would like to say 

how gratifying it is to note the great emphasis which the discussion groups have 

placed in their ossessments upon the intemationa! perspective. This means that 

they have greatly emphasized our duty of re 1 ating our energy planning to a 

context of intemationa! solidarity and partnership,

International partnershlp must to a very great extent be concemed with our 

own area of Europé. The Nordic countries have long-standing traditions to draw 

on regarding co-operation in the energy sector, especially electrical power, 

We now have great opportunifie of broadening this co-operation, storting with 
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the iargs deposits of oii and gas that have been discovered in the territorial 

waters of the Nordic cou^tries^ and of 'deveSöping If Info indusFrioi co-operation 

on a broad basis.

Planning is bound to involve a variety of chronoiogical perspectives, We 

must try to solve the problems confronting us here and now, within the next 

very few years„ We must be prepared to eope with, say, interruptions of our 

oil supplies or other unforeseen events, I need on|y recall the disruptions 

caused by the Suez crisis of 1956, the Seven Doys” War of 1967 and the fuel 

crisis last wirtter.At the same time, we must be o*^ our guard against effeets 

that may influence the ability of Corning generations to shape the society they 

|ive in or which may have climatic and environmental consequences on a very 

long-term basis. The futurological study we have started concerning energy 

may play an important part by shedding light on the relations between energy 

systems, social planning and the International scen© in a variety of long-term 

altematives^,

This planning is an extremely difficult task^, it is an illusion to suppose that 

problems can be soived merely by demanding planning or that planning can 

fumish definitive Solutions. The faetors of uncertainty are many and great, 

Short-term decisions must therefore also inelude measures providing altematives 

for long-term policy.

Our knowledge and our ability to judge the development of the world 's 

oil supplies are both limited, Crude oil prices, interruptions of supplies and 

other disruptions are all difficult to foresee, and the potentialities of nuclear 

power as a souree of energy, its operating charaeteristics, and the attendant 

problems of waste and safety are also uncertain faetors. The technica! and 

economic feasibility of alternativs sources of po’wer such as solar energy, wind 

energy and geothermic energy are highly uncertain today. St will be the task 

of research and development, particularly as regards altemative sources of 

energy, to reduce this element of uncertainty.

1 have already observed that the shaping of society and, with it, the organization 

of our energy supplies must above all bs govemed by social content, by the 

future chosen by people themseives, But our ideas concerning the shape of society 

by the beginning of the next century - v/ith regard to such matters as the volume 
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and nature of produefioff^ the design of our Hving environment and our patterns 

of life - are in many respects undear, Nor shouid we take it upon ourse!ves 

to dietate the way of life of future generations» To save those generations from 

becoming the prisoners of an energy system, energy planning must be ai med at 

preserving a wide range of altemative courses of aetion»

Of course, this involves a dilemma which we should not attempt to ignore. 

It is impossible to preserve more or less complete freedom of aetion pending 

future decisions, for we would then be unable to deal with more immediate 

problems which demand a solution. In other words, freedom of aetion would be 

tantamount to paralysis, We are forced to take decisions which to a certain 

extent will involve future commitments. But at the same time we will try to 

frame those decisions in such a way as to leave the door open to a free choice 

In future decision making situations as well»

Seen against this background, the purpose of energy .management can be 

summarized as follows,

Firstly . It should contribute towards the reaiization of the social objectives 

of work for all, fair allocation, greater prosperity and security.

Secondly, It should help to safeguard our national independence.

Thirdly. It should be conducive to wider International co-operation with a 

view to safeguard!ng peace, protecting the environment and achieving an 

equaUzatlon of the living conditions of people in all parts of the world.

Seen In these terms, energy policy should be aimed at decelerating the growth 

of our energy consumption, guaranteelng our short-term and long-term energy 

supplies and ereating freedom of aetion with a view to subsequent decision making 

situations.

Energy planning should focus on the ngxt 10 or 15 years. We have taken 1985 

as the focal point of medium-term planning. it is important for more long-term 

issues also to be taken into account in this context. Planning should be conducted 

in such a way as to facilitate the continuous adjustment of policy measures to 

improved knowledge, changing values and ngw development tendencies. This 

will mean continuous energy planning with recurrent new planned decision making 

situations.
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DECELERATING THE GROWTH OF CONSUMPTION

The first cornerstone of Swedish energy policy must be a 

concerted effort to restrain consumption» The arguments in 

favour of such restraint are obviouss limited supplies, costs, 

the destruction of environment, considerations of interna- 

tiona! solidarity, and a wider ranger of choice for the ; 

future.

But how far can we go in our restraint without seriously 

jeopardizing major sociat values?

A great deal of research material is available on this 

point, both from Swedish and from internationaI studies, 

and this material has been studied at great length by the 

discussion groups. The discussion groups do not be 1 ieve in 

a sudden reduction or an immediate curtailment of growth at 

some future date. On the other hand a defini te majority 

believe in the viability of a more moderate growth rate 

than hitherto, and there is a great deal of support for the 

idea of energy consumption eventually be ing kept at a con- 

stant level. Employment is the main argument put forward in 

favour of permitting a certain continued growth of energy 

consumption, and this is fuIIy in accord with the traditions 

of the labour movement.

We are of the same opinion. We are convinced that we can 

aim high where the management of energy resources is concemed. 

The studies which have been carried out have revealed great 

potentital savings, above all perhaps with regard to heating, 

both in housing and in industry. We also believe that people 

are prepared to make certain sacrifices in order to achieve 

this target. We must prepared for changes in our living 

habits and patterns of consumption, changes which need not by 

any means be changes for the worst. Greater sympathy for the 

poor peoples of the world is leading many people to regard 

changes of this kind as a se I f-ev i dent act of intemationa! 

solidarity. Efforts in this direction will be further promoted 

by such tendencies of social development as the re lat i ve 

growth of the service sector. We must be prepared to restrain 

certain consumer expeetations, make more use of public trans“ 

port and invest more in such services as hospitals, the care 

of the aoed and chiId care»
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But there is a limit» Energy policy must not stand in 

the way of our principal social objectives of employment 

for all/ security, social equalization and a healthy working 

environment. The labour movement must aiways safeguard 

employment. We must prosecute an energy policy which can 

provide the foundations of continued industri al growth in 

this country. Drastic changes of energy policy g i v ing rise 

to major disruptions of important social functions can onIy 

lead to social unrest and vehement counter-reactions.

The EEC has recomraended the reduction by its member 

countries of their growth rate up to and including 1985 

from the four per cent est i mated previously to three per 

cent. We would like to set a bölder target. We wish to give 

serious consideration to the possibility of going down from 

the approxi mate 1y 4-5 per cent per annum which has been the 

average growth rate of the past 15 years to an average of 

2 per cent between 1973 and 1985- We also wish to give serious 

consideration to the possibility of energy growth be ing 

levelled out by about 1990, i.e. of establishing a constant 

level in the energy sector.

In this context 1 would like to emphasize a fundamental 

fact. Demand for electrical power has all the time been rising 

faster than total energy output, above all because electri

city plays an important part in industrial processes of 

mechanization and rationaI ization and because it is a handy 

and clean souree of energy in our homes. The development of 

oil prices can hardly be expeeted to reinforce this tendency. 

Thus a 2 per cent rise in total energy consumption can mean 

a very slight increase in the consumption of oil as a fuel 

and a relatively fast increase in electrical power.

This is aiming very high, and a great deal of effort will 

be required in order for us to succeed. We feel that we can 

safely venture this far without jeopardizing employment and 

other important targets of national wellbeing. Experience 

will show whether this focal point of planning is in need of 

revision. The reaiization of this aim will demand a purposeful 

and comprehensi ve economization programme. Äs far as the next 

few years are concemed, this programme will comprise the 

following main points.
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1. The Soans and grants which have al ready begun to be 

distributed for more efficient domestic and industriel 

heating should be continued.

2. Greater local and regional planning and co“ordinatIon of 

energy supplies will make for more efficient utilization. 

Legislation concerning municipaS energy planning is be ing 

drafted.

3. Amendments are be ing made to the Building Statute in order 

to limit heat consumption in new buiidings.

4. New industri al ventures involving high energy consumption 

will be made subject to official approvaI, fo1Iowing an 

addition to Section 136 a of the Building Act.

5. Measures are be i ng planned for the encouragenient of 

processes that are more economlcal of energy in those of 

our Industries which consume roost energy, namely the i ron 

and Steel industry and the forest products Industries, which 

togehter account for more than 60 per cent of industri al 

energy consumption.

6, Increases have been proposed in energy taxation.

7. Various expert groups and authorities will be commissioned 

to undertake a systematlc review of all major energy consuming 

sectors of society in order to consider various proposed 

measures of economization.

8. The economization programme also includes the a 11ocation 

of considerable resources to research and development. Special 

pri or i ty should here be given to research and development 

aimed at the more economical and more efficient utilization 

of energy.The heavsest increase and the fastest gains will 

come In this sector.

Rune Johansson will be discussing this matters In greater 

deta i I Iater on.
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lin the course of the energy debate during the past year^ 

there has been a great deal of talk on the subject of a 1ter- 

nativ© sources of energy. This ås an important topic. The 

world must economize more on its fossil fuels, and many people 

are sceptical of a mass i ve commitment to nuclear power= We 

must search for new sources of energy. 1 an ailuding to 

hydrogen power, that great but as yet uncertain promise of 

the future. 1 am also ailuding to solar and wind energy, 

which are constantSy be ing replenished, and to geothermic 

energy. The time wii! come when we need these resources.

Before we can use them on any considerable scale, however, 

a great deal of research and development remains to be done. 

The plan is for a considerable proportion of our research 

and development programmes to be appSied to research into 

altemative sources of energy. A great deal of this research 

should be done on an internationaI basis, because it requires 

a Iot of Capital and techno1ogi ca 1 know-how and also because 

i t will take t i me.

St took 30 years for nuclear power to achieve its comnercial 

breakthrough, and even today it holds a very modest share of 

the world märket “ less than one per cent. We cannot expect to 

derive any signSficant help from the development of^say, solar 

power, wind power and geothermic power before 1990, while 

fusion power, if it becomes possible, is unilkely to meter i a- 

1 ize before the turn of the century. To imagine otherwise 

would be deceiving ourselves. 1 think it is important to 

stress this point, so as to prevent people from unnecessari Iy 

talking at cross purposes in the energy debate.

To avoid misunderstandings, 1 would like to add that 

loca contributåons are also valuable, and we have ©very 

reason to encourage development work in this direction as well.

In order to attain ©or social objectives of employment 

for all and greater national prosperity, while seek ing to 

economize on energy, it is important for us to encourage and 

support interdiscipI inary initiatives aimed at combining 

social research with economic and techno1ogi ca 1 development 

work.
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AN ACTIVE OSL POLICY

The second cornerstone of Swedish energy policy is an 

acti ve oii policy.

The great mahority of countries are seeking ways and means 

of reducing their one-sided dependence on oil as a souree of 

energy. Sweden must do the same, for a number of compelling 

reasons.

In times of internationaI unrest and during International 

crises, dependence on oil can constitute a threat to our 

national independence and our policy of neutrality.

The combustion of oil is destructive of the environment 

and entails health hazards due to the production of sulphur 

di ox i de and heavy meta Is. Over a longer perspective of time, 

the carbon titoxide generated by the combustion of oil may 

result in climatic changes which could become a serious 

threat to the conditions of our existence.

The affluent countries are rapidly consuming a natural 

asset which cannot be replenished. For reasons of interna- 

tional fairness, this asset should be made more readily 

available to the poorer countries and shouid be used for 

important industri al purposes instead of be ing burned.

The cost of oi I imports is a great burden on our balance 

of payments. I would remind you that last year^s pr ice 

increases raised our oil bi II by Skr 8,000 million in a singie 

year, transforming a sizeable surplus in our balance of 

payments into a sizeable deficit.

It is nonetheless ciear that, for the remainder of this 

century, oil will continue, at least tin terms of sheer 

quantity, to be our most important raw material for the 

production of energy, whatever the Iine we take concerning 

nuclear power. What we can aim to do is gradually to reduce 

the importance of oil and improve the security of our supplies 

of energy.
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Our efforts to achieve this greater security of suppSies 

and to safeguard our national independence must foHow three 

main S ines of pol äcy.

The first of these I have already referred tOy namely 

energy sav ing and investment in nati ve sources of energy 

which in the long run may possibly replace part of our oii 

imports. ,

The second Iine of policy is to reduce the risks inherent 

in one-sided dependence on oii by increasing our imports of 

other fossil fuels - coal and naturai gas.

Our expectation is that the declining curve of coal 

imports will be reversed and that imports will be more than 

doubled by 1985. This is above all connected with the steeS 

industry^ more particularly with the expansion of SteelmiN 80 

(stålverk 80) and the Swedish production of coke in Luleå. 

But in other conhections too we should be prepared for a cer

tain increase, though at the same time we must be cautious 

in view of the great environmental problems entailed by the 

combustion of coal.

Hatural gas would above all replace heavy fuel o ils and, 

8ater on, light oISs as well. Natural gas contains praetiealiy 

no sulphur and is environmentaIIy preferable for this and 

other reasons.

Gur negotiations for the import of natural gas have not 

yet had any positive results, and no significant äraports 

&re likely before 1985.

Thus our ability to replace oii with other fossil fuels 

is Ssmited for the time being to a certain increase in our 

use of coa i.

The third Iine of policy is by various means to increase 

the security of ©ur oil supplies and to achieve greater 

national control of those supplies.
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äntegrated 05ä policy under public control should com^ri ses

* Snereased storage of oiS

* More oil and gas prospeetäng in our own territory and in 

areas of internationaä interest

* Part-ownership of known oäl and gas deposits

* The development of our bilateral agreements with oil 

export ing countries

* The formation of state oii corporations to trade in crude 

oi! and petroleum products

* State participation in the refi nery industry in this country«

I feel that the résponsibility which society is bound to assume 

for energy supplies cails for the vigorous participation of 

the state in these sectors. This integrated oil 

management involving public participation is the second 

cornerstone of an acti ve Swedish oi 1 poä icy.

Rune Johansson will be giving further details later on 

concerning the whole of this topic.

SAFEGUARDIMG OUR POWER SUPPLIES

The third cornerstone of energy policy is to cater for our 

electrical power requ irements. ås i said earl i er on^^ even 

with a strictly limited rise in total energy, demand for 

electricity will rise faster in re lats ve terms, At the present 

stage of technology, there are three possible ways of catering 

for electricity demand: the expansion of hydro-eIectri c power 

resources, the expansion of oil or coal-based power production 

and the expansion of nuclear power, Äs 1 said, the accelera

tion of our hydro-e1ectri c power development during the 1950s 

and 1960s played a vita! part in transforming Sweden Into a 

modern industri al nation and welfare state, On the other hand 

st had only a marginal effeet on the rise in oi I imports.

x Today we have approxi mate 1y 61 TWH hydro-e1ectri c power 

either deveIoped or in the process of deveäopment» Our total 

economi ca 1!y viable hydro-electric potential is common1y 

y estimated at 95 TWH. The rema in ing 34 TWH inelude developments 

that would damage what is unanimously regarded as invaluable 

naturai scenery. This alone implies restr i-ct i ons. The ss®e 

34 TWH also inelude the great rivers of northern Sweden#- the 

development of which hes been opposed in a statement by the 
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Riksdag. This too implies restrictions. The discussion 

groups are overwhe!mingIy in favour of the expansion of 

hydro-eIectri c power, but the question of expanding those 

deveSopment schemes which are the subject of seriously con- 

flicting interests should be deferred, because the prelimi- 

nary investigations are far from complete. As 1 shall be 

explaining shortly, 1978 may be a suitable point at which 

to consider more controvers i a I issues of this kind. We 

therefore assume that, for the period ending in 1985, a

•‘' hydro-electric increment of approx i mate I y 5 TWH will be

* possible, bringing the tota! up to about 66 TWH. Most of this 

increment will come from additions to existing development 

and from the development of a number of minor rivers.

Given the anticipated increase in demand, one is therefore 

bound to consider a further expansion of fossil-based electrical 

power or of nuclear power during the next few years.

Today we have a total output of some 5»000 megawatts in the 

form of oil-based electricity- condensation and counterpressure.

* Further expansion of oi I-based condensation power can only 

come into question if all other expansion possi b i I i t ies are 

excluded and if our needs cannot be sufficiently reduced. The 

reasons for this are the high cost of condensation power, 

the serious effeets that a stoppage supplies would have on the 

whole of our power systern, and the environmental consequences.

Coa1-based condensation suffers from essentially the same 

weaknesses as its oil-based counterpart. Oil-based counter- 

pressure power is preferable to condensation power, and it 

also has the great advantage of utilizing the energy content 

of oii roughly twice as efficiently as condensation power, since 

the hot water which it generates can be used for domestic 

heating. Plans have been made for the development of between 

1,000 and 1,500 MW over the next ten years. This could provide 

between 4 and 6 TWh.

In the shadow of the fuel crisis, all the industrial nations 

sought to establish an acti ve energy policy by means of actions 

affecting both the supply and the use of energy. Countries 

which are technoIogi ca 1 Iy advanced in this sector have invariably 

gone in for a considerable acceleration of their nuclear power 

programmes. An OECD study of energy questions published in 
Januarv this vear nrediets that th<> mi<-liftar nnws»n rJ<avf> I r»r»m<=>i-»t 
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of the OECD countries wi I i mui t ipiy more than ten times over 

eetween 197 5 «>nd 1990, rising froro 80,000 MW to virtually a 

mi I!ion. This is termed a Basic pi an. Investigations are also 

being made of the feasibility of accelerating nuclear develop™ 

ment to give up to 1.3 million MW by 1990, but resources of 

Capital and qualified technica! personnel are expeeted to be 

two major bottlenecks here. For a long time now a major 

expansion of nuclear power has also been in progress in the 

USSR.

It might seem only natural for Sweden now to follow the 

example of so many other countries by going in for a long-term 

acceleration of her nuclear development programme. lin like the 

countries I have just referred to, we have no domestic 

deposits of fossil fuels - at least, not yet. We are finding 

it difficult to create a market for natural gas in this 

country. We have no I arge reserves of hydro-electric power 

that could cater for rising electricity demand for any consi- 

derable period to come, But on the other hand we have consi

derable deposits of uranium, even by International standards, 

and we have advanced metal manufaeturing and engineering 

Industries that augur well for our nuclear se!f-suffi c iency 

in the long run. This could do a great deal to reduce our 

dependence on oil.

But there are a number of reasons for displaying caution 

and for not irrevocably coramitting ourselves to a long-term 

policy of nuclear expansion.

The first of these reasons is to be seen in the hazards 

and uncertainties attaching to nuclear power. The hazards 

of nuclear power are mainfy of two kinds. One kind is con- 

cerned with the safety of nuclear reactors and the other with 

the handling of exhausted fuel, including acti ve waste.

Meticulous studies have been made, in Sweden and abroad, 

concerning the safety problems associated with nuclear reactors. 

These studies appear to suggest that the risks of reactor 

breakdowns involving dangerous consequences to the environ- 

raent are small and that, even if such a breakdown were to 

happen^ there would st i I I be very 1ittle probabi I ity indeed 

of any serious injury being inflieted on people and animals 

outside the reactor. But even if this is the view predominantIy 
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taken by experts in the fieäd^ there are still those who 

are sceptical of such findingsp and so far we have only 

had a Säniited experience of operationaS nuclear power sta

t ions, The ca iculat ions that have been presented are^ after 

a N j, no more than theoretical estinates which may requ i re 

eSucidation in the light of practical experience. By the 

end of the 1970s the number of reactors in operation in 

various parts of the world will have roultåplied several 

times over and important material will have been obtained 

with which to test the accuracy of present estimates»

The Processing of used fuel for the recovery of uranium 

and other purposes and the storage of acti ve waste that 

cannot be recycled in the reactor combustion process - these 

are sectors of the nuclear energy fuel cycIe that have not 

been studied with the same degree of thoroughness as the 

construction of reactors and the production of fuel elements.

The theoreticel problems and problems of design associated 

with reprocess ing p länts are now regarded as sol ved j, and a 

number of pSants are in the process of construction.

The overwheiming majority of those who have studied waste 

problems are of the opinion that they can be soived. This i s' 

also the view of the Swedish AKÄ Conmission. Ho final ^evaluation 

has yet been made of different possible methodsr however, 

and no method has yet been put into full-scaie operation.

Howevery the debate on these points which has taken place 

in the past few years has led to comprehensi ve efforts t© 

find ©oSutions to the problems. Sn other words^ the debate 

has been both necessary and beneficial.

We aay also observe that more progress has been sade 

towards solving the waste problems ©f nuclear energy than 

has been made with regard to other serious si de effeets of 

industrial activities, such as the carbon monoxide and heavy 

metal emissions resuiting from the combustion of oil, the 

discharge of mereury and so on.

In spite of this, the pieture I have drawn points in 

favour of a cautious approach to |arge~scaSe, long-ten^ 

nuclear power investments. But it does not preeSude a nuclear 
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in Sweden.

Secondly, it has been argued that the profitabiIity of 

nuclear power may be limited, the allusion here being to 

rising Capital costs and the disruptions which have occurred. 

It should be po inted out, however, that the same propert ionaI 

rise in capita i costs has occurred in other electrical power 

stations and that quite considerable provision for the con- 

tingency of stoppages has been made in the estimates for the 

first two years of operation. There is a considerable gap 

between nuclear power and hydro-electric power on the one 

hand and, on the other, power production based on fossil fuels. 

It would take a very steep fall in oii prices to change this 

situation.

A third and very important reason for biding one*s time 

is the view on these matters expressed with such frequency 

by the discussion groups. Only a few years ago, the predomi- 

nant attitude towards the peaceful use of atomic energy was 

unreservedly positive. The intensive debate which has since 

taken place concerning the hazards of nuclear power and the 

problems of safety have changed this attitude. A critical 

attitude to nuclear power is now apparent, rang ing from 

complete opposition to the use of nuclear power to attitudes 

characterized by doubt and uncertainty.

1 think it would be correct to say that the first vehement 

counter-reaction to the earl ier optimism has given way to 

a more balanced approach as people have come to study these 

problems more closely, but that scepticism and caution are 

still very much the order of the day. The attitude of the 

discussion groups can be summarized as follows. A great majo

ri ty accept the nuclear power programme adopted by the Riksdag, 

at the same time calling for prudence and a reservation of 

Judgment concerning the advisability of future investments 

in this fieid. We should act on this advice.

One is therefore led to conciude that Sweden should adopt 

a far more cautious policy than the great majority of other 

countries as far as the future expansion of nuclear power is 

concemed, We should avoid long-term commitments and aim for 

genuine freedom of aetion so that, in a future decision mek ing 

oJ+nai-ion when we have more reliable knowledge to go by, we 
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wili be abie to choose between altemative viable means of 

so i v ing our problems of energy supply.

The retention of our freedom of aetion will entail part i- 

cuIar demands on energy policy. In view of the long time it 

takes to buiId a large power station - between 7 and 8 years - 

we must specify the decisions that have to be taken in order 

to guarantee power supplies. At the same time we must specify 

the binding long-term decisions that we are going to refrain 

from taking for the time being. Relatively firra commitments 

for the future could result from decisions in favour of the 

construction of new oil-fired condensation power stations or 

nuclear power stations on new si tes, and also from decisions 

concerning the further development of any of the major ri vers 

as yet reraaining unspoiled. These issues will therefore be 

deferred.

Nor is it our intention for the time being to put forward 

proposals concerning the erection of reprocessing plänts, 

concentrating plänts or facilities for the storage of radio- 

acti ve waste. Heavy investment in nuclear power as the pre- 

dominant souree of power supply would imply excessive long-term 

commitments.

On the other hand the demand for freedom of aetion requi res 

the continuation of research and development and of planning 

in these sectors. We must also preserve and develop the tech- 

nological knowledge existing in Sweden in the fieid of nuclear 

power. If we negiected to do this and did away with our 

reactor industry, we would in fact be relinquishing our 

freedom of aetion with a view to subsequent decision making 

situations.

The question ar i ses how we are to secure our electrical 

power supplies within this framework until 1985» Projeets 

al ready approved by the Government and Riksdag will cover 

demand until the beginning of the 1980s. These programmes 

were adopted by the Riksdag with a great deal of unanimity. 

Ä reconsIderation of the approva1 given for the 11 nuclear 

power units at 4 nuclear power stations has been mooted in 

the coupse of the debate which has occurred during the past 

year, and it has even been said that if we are sceptical
Vf/äk «c?&-i»<r%fiRBr^ r^omr^ ? »>c:^i -S-K^nciJ» f^. ? fi iT* § (ti> ."^ F» 
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power stations that have already been built.

The closing down of our nuclear power stations or, more 

gradually, the discontinuation of work now in progress on 

new power stations of this kind would have very grave effeets 

on employment and social development in this country. There 

is no form of technica!ly produced energy which is completely 

safe or cannot possibly have undesirable consequences. This 

is equally true of fossil fuels and nuclear power.

Given this background and pending new information which 

may show that nuclear power entails unjust ifiabIe risks, we 

should allow the production of power to continue in accordance 

with the permits granted hitherto.

The question still remains as to how we are to cater for 

the additional demand ar ising during the period ending in 

1985, especially with regard to electrical power. Basieally 

we have only three possible sources of supply: fossil-based 

power, hydro-electric power and nuclear power. Even with a 

major reduction of the growth rate hitherto and apart from 

the increment occurring in the form of oi I-based counter-pressure 

power, we wiII still need about 15 TWh.

Hydro-electric power can be inereased by 5 TWh without 

any serious conflict arising with conservation interests. 

Beyond this point one is immediately faced with the question 

of developing one of the major unspoiled rivers.

The choice of oi I-based condensation power will requi re 

the allocation of a new site for purposes of expansion. Our 

dependence on oil will increase. Two 1,000 MW units, yielding 

approxi mate 1y 10 TWh, will increase our oil requirements by 

about 3 million tons or nearly Skr 1,000 million. The sensiti

vi ty of the electrical power system to disruptions makes one 

particularly chary of increasing our dependence on o i 1 in this 

quarter. Oi I-based condensation power costs between 50 and 

100 per cent more than hydro-electric power and nuclear power.

Much the same situation applies in the case of coal-based 

electricity. If we are ever abIe to secure adequate import 

facilities, coal will probably entail less danger of disruption 
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than oii, but it will involve greater environmental problems»

In the nuclear power sector, additions! electrical power 

supply can be obtaäned by adding new units to existing nuclear 

power stations. No nuclear power stations need be built during 

the planning period I am referring to; two more reactors will 

be enough. This should give us an increment of approxi mateäy 

10 TWh.

This would be a cautious addition to the existing building 

programme, in accordance with the uncommitted approach recom- 

mended by the discussion groups.

Our conclusion, therefore, is that the marginal but 

important increase of electrical power that will be needed 

during the next ten years should be provided by adding two 

reactors to an existing nuclear power station. The forsmark 

nuclear power station is recomraended for this purpose.

Now it is time for me to sum up.

Swedish energy policy must deliberately aim at reducing 

the growth rate of power consumption. Our aim is an average 

increase of 2 per cent per annum for the period 1973“85» 

followed by a constant level of power consumption i o about 

1990. Ät the same time the growth rate of electricity con-” 

suraption will be higher and the growth rate of os! consumption 

lower than that of power consumption as a whole»

This rad i ca i deceleration of the growth of consumption 

presupposes an acti ve programme of economization covering a 

wide range of activities. St also presupposes a vigorous 

programme of research and development aimed at economizing 

on energy and devising altemative sources of supply»

Sf the 2 per cent programme is successfuliy InpIementedy 

we will need an increment of just over 60 TWh for the per i od 

ending in 1985r over and above the present leve! of consump** 

tion of fossil and domest ically produced fuels and oMer and 

above the programmes al ready decided on for hydro-electric 

power and nuclear power, Just over a quarter of this requi re- 

ment can be catered for by means of a Iimited increase in oii 

impopts, aJ!|ong other things for the expansion of counter-pressure 
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power production. Roughly half the increment would be provsded 

by means of inereased coai imports and roughäy a quarter by 

the expansion of hydro-eäectri c power and nuciear power produc

tion.

An energy policy on these I i nes wili make it possible for 

us to avoid long-term commitments and to retain our freedom 

of aetion in subsequent decision-making situations.

According to this scheme of thlngsy the next decision-making 

oceasion will come in 1978^ when we will have to decide how 

we are going to guarantee our energy supplies for the period 

1985“1990.

By this time we should have improved our knowledge In a 

number of important respects. We should have acquired prac- 

tical experience of the feasibility of economization, far 

greater practical experience of the running of nuclear power 

stations should have given us a better understanding of the 

safety problems invÅved, as well as the operational econo®ics 

of nuclear power, and we should also have acquired a clearer 

appreciation of the merits and demerits of large-scale 

investment in altemative sources of energy. Official studies 

concerning the possible expansion of hydro-eIectrI c power 

will have been completed. The debate on energy supply will 

have progressed further and will at the same time havs ereated 

a wider foundation of knowledge and a finner body of public 

opinion. We should also have acquired a number of altemative 

courses of aetion to choose between if a further increase of 

energy output proves necessary or ifa r©apport ionment between 

different sector® is both des Irabie and feas i ble.

INTERNAT8 OHÅL PARTNERSH8 P

fina Hy I would like to return to the i nternat i onss i perspective. 

International partnershlp' should b® the fourth cornerstone ©f 

Swedish energy policy.

The internet iona! debate in the past few years has 

dramaticaily brought home to us the ioterdependence of diffe~ 

rent parts of the global system. Although st is van I y a sub- 

sidiary aspect of the economy of a small natiooi; Swedish 

energy policy must also be re lated to a long-term global 

r-rtsn-s-o v4-i have had manv oceasjons in the course of this
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address to refer to the reievance of this view to our own 

planning.

The discussion groups have c IearIy stated their conviction 

that this country should play an acti ve part in internationaI 

co-operation. This opens up new opportunities for Swedish 

foreign policy. Allow me briefly to outi ine a number of sa 1 ient 

points.

It is in our own interests to contribute towards the 

solution of the crises which threaten our oil supplies and 

which can generate serious International confliets. It is 

dangerous to look for a confrontation between rich countries 

and poor ones, between oil producers and oil consumers. We 

should look for ways to better understand ing and constructi ve 

partnership. We shall work to this end in the United Nations 

Security Council. We should develop our links with the oil- 

producing countries and with developing countries generally. 

Our membership of the IEA provides us with opportunities of 

working to these ends, at the same time as we will participate 

in the automat i c scheme of oil allocation applying between the 

OECD nations in the event of new crises of oil supply.

In the IMF and other internationaI institutions, we must 

help to bring about Solutions to the difficult financial and 

monetary problems which are part 1y a result of the fuel crisis.

We should contribute towards an International policy of 

solidarity and equality which will bring about a more requitable 

allocation of natural resources and prosperity. Developments 

in this direction will require a shift of power in favour of 

the poorer countries. Perhaps 1974 was something of a turning 

point in this respect, thanks to a long series of de 1 iberations 

sponsored by the United Nations on the subject of global prob

lems. The credibility of the declarations made on those occa~ 

sions will now be put to the test. Very serious preparations 

are being made by the Swedish Government in this connection, 

as witness the appointment of a special working group to 

prepare for Sweden^^s part i c i pat i on in the General Assembly 

this autumn.

We should take part än internationai ventures concerning 

research and deve 1 opment for new so ’'ces of energy, economi-
- - 1. * ! v% r k<ck r^r^i^itsit^ otr^z^+rvr ;:4nir^ mc^ ^ o er* o o 4-r\ c* I « m « »-* m4-o
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the serious risks of env5ronmenta5 destruction attendant on 

rising energy consumption, particuiarly where ciimatice effeets 

are invo!ved=

Nuciear power will be expanded in many countries quite 

regardSess of the policy we choose to adopt. Apart froro the 

dangers involved by the mi 5 itary use of plutonium, this 

presents a serious risk of the dneontroSSed distribution of 

plutonium. At the Disarmament Conference in Geneva and in the 

General Assembly of the United Nations, Sweden has taken the 

initiative in calling for International discussions of the 

dangers which thise involves. This initiative will be vigorous!y 

prosecuted with a view to International agreements on the 

inspection of particularly critical stages of the fuel cycle. 

Sweden will show no hesitation in acceding to such agreements.

1 began by saying how impressed I was by the seriousness 

and involvement of the debate on energy problems which has 

taken place in this country and which has been reflected by 

the discussion groups. An immense number of practical and in 

some cases highly complex issues have been studied. The question 

has been the kind of society we wish to create In the future, 

and how to devise means of achieving a positive future for 

people in this country using roethods that are somewhat different 

from those we have previously employed, These del iberations 

have taken place against the background of an International 

discussion gulded by a fear of profound crises and of threats 

to the survlval of roankind.

But the magnitude of these problems and the uncertainty 

of the future roust not be taken as a signal for inaetivity. 

We must face up to the problems and come to decisions. It has 

been a treroendous advantage to us to be abie to defi ne our 

standpoint under the influence of a wide, inltiated and com- 

raltted debate within our movement. This debate has been charaete- 

rized by a strong sense of résponsibility, and résponsibility is 

indeed something which the Social Democratic Labour Movement 

has never fought shy of.
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The debate will continue - the debate concerning energy 

policy, the shape of the society of the future and the demands 

of International solidarity. We shall not lose sight of the 

fact that energy is only a means - al be i t a necessary means '

to the achievement of the goals that mean so much to us: 

emp 1 oyment for all, a better v/orking environment, a shorter 

working day, a good external environment and a society charac~ 

terized by concern and solidarity.


